Consciousness

Ethics & Philosophy

Innovate

45% of jobs will go away... soon...

What could go wrong?

Smart vs nice vs amoral

Use all resources... Everything...

Bad goals...

Nano technology...

China vs. Israel vs. USA...

It needs intuition & ethics

Who we are & what do we do?

Baxter & ilk

Basic drives

Closer look at ourselves

Art

Learn

Can we coexist with superintelligent machines

Our final invention

James Barrat

Mitch Daniels & James Barrat

Volatile

Who controls AI?

We can't imagine

Weapons we can't imagine

Smarter than 10,000 PhDs

The good news is the jobs are coming home...

The bad news is the robots are getting them...

Conscience

When it happens, will we be ready?

What will happen?

Human ingenuity has achieved so much for good

This book ruined my Xmas...!

1080 trillion & share it w/ 1 billion people

In 100 years all important decisions will be made by machines